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                      e.One VBS1 
Virtual Battery Supply 

 
 

 

 

Ultimate audio purity starts with 

the cleanest power supply 

possible. The VBS1 provides the 

lowest noise of any power source 

to best drive all your VB 

compatible Bel Canto e.One 

Control and Source components. 

 

        Pure Power, Pure Audio Performance 
 

The battery is considered the absolute reference power source for sensitive audio circuitry; low noise, 
high current and isolation from the AC Line make it ideal, but environmentally impractical. Bel Canto re-
defines this ideal power source with our Virtual Battery Supply (VBS) technology. The VBS1, built in a 
compact, heavy gauge, all steel chassis, provides the ultra low noise, high current and power isolation 
for our precision digital and analog audio control components. You can use it to drive up to three front 
end models; CD2, DAC or Preamp analog control components without compromise.  
 

The foundation of the VBS1 is based on intricate stages of filtration. The initial pre-filtration stage 
supplies the low noise rectification and high energy storage to the SMPS that restructures the power to 
high frequency energy outside the audio band. This eliminates any possibility of the noise affecting the 
audible signal. The output filtering has a massive bank of LC filtration providing over 100 dB of isolation 
starting below 100 Hz and the Polypropylene capacitors ensure hundreds of amperes of peak current 
across the wide frequency spectrum are delivered equally for up to 3 front end components. 
 
The impact of using the VBS1 is a substantial increase in resolution. Most significant is how natural the 
images and sounds are articulated within a larger, deeper soundstage. The VBS1 low noise floor 
makes way for increased resolution and detail like never before, accompanied with an even more 
natural sound quality.  
 
Green, low-heat, ultra-efficient heavily regulated switch-mode power supplies and switching output 
stages make possible Bel Canto’s eco-friendly compact designs.  Place two Bel Canto products in the 
space formerly occupied by a large, hot-running, inefficient design!  
 
Bel Canto music products are fine instruments that are eminently satisfying, discrete and sleek enough 
to flatter any room. 
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Specifications: 

 

  Maximum Output:    12VDC at 3A 

 Output Voltage:    12VDC +/- 5%  

Output Voltage Noise:    <6 Microvolts RMS, un-weighted 20 Hz-30 KHz 

 
General: 
 
 Power Usage On:   5W to 20W typical, 1 to 3 devices powered 

 Power Usage Off:   0.0W 

 Power Requirement:   12VDC 

Dimensions:     8.75” W x 12.5” D x 3.5” H (223 mm x 318 mm x 88 mm) 

Weight:      13lbs. (6.2 kg) 

 

 
Features and specifications are subject to improvements and changes without prior notice.  
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